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1986 Syncro Westfalia w/ 2.2 liter Subaru Motor - $19999 (longview wa)
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1986 Syncro Westfalia. Rust free Arizona van. This van was a syncro transporter. The original owner bought it new then shortly after ordered the
westfalia kit directly from Westfalia and had it installed. This van runs and drives great with the 2.2 liter Subaru motor that was professionaly
installed. Plenty of power and drives more like a car than a van with the upgraded motor. I had the complete rear interior seats and uper bunk
reupholsterd ($800). New carpet, 4 new 14 x 8.50 General Grabber All terrians ($700) new starter, upgrated 12 volt electric fridge, cd player, u joints,
drive line and transmission. There has been some pretty inovative upgrades to the interior to make it more usable for camping such as reovable
propane stove, updated 12 volt fridge, and aux battery This van has the swivel seat and new muffler. Very srait and dry van.

Subaru conversion - The subaru kit is from Kennendy Engineering in Palmdale California (the best for Subaru conversions). I have a 100 page manual
that has all the information you need for the Subaru upgrade. Hoses are from Vanaru. The total cost of the motor upgrade was over $9,000

Engine/Trans - Rebuilt Subaru 2.2 liter engine with around 40k miles. At that time they installed a new clutch, pressure plate and throw out bearing.
New starter, the transmission was just replaced with a low mile transmission. Only full senthetic motor oil has been used, fresh coolant, tune up,
snorkel set up, new performance muffler, marine aux camping battery, new brive line and u joints professionaly installed, new motor mounts and trans
mounts. New shift bushings. The Van runs and drives great with plenty of power from the subaru motor.

Interior - The interior is in excellent shape. Front seats are in good condition with no rips or stains. passenger side swivel seat, no cracks in dash, nice
Alpine cd player with remote and 4 alpine speakers. two 6 inch speakers up front, two 6x9 speakers in back. New carpet in cargo area, updated electric
12 volt fridge. Fresh water tank with electric pump and new faucet. Aux camping marine battery, new upper bunk cushions, new upholstery on upper
bunk, Z bed and rear cushion (cost over $800). I lined all interior cabenets with marine carpet. 6 12 volt electrical out lets. Removable propane stove,
built in butcher block. Interior has been cleaned and detailed. The interior is in great over all condition.

Pop Top - This van has the 3 window canvas upgrade. The canvas has no rips, upper bunk sleeps two and has new upholstery and padding.

Paint and Body - The boby has a few minor bings and some sratches and scuff marks. This van has never been wrecked and is super strait. All door
and body gaps are perfect. No cancer on this bus, seams all look good. Paint is very presentable but shows its age.

Other - Nice alloy rims with 4 new 14 x 8.50 General Grabber All terrian tires ($700). Rear heater under Z bed, custom heavy duty steel rear bumber,
nice front bumper 230,000 miles on body,( low miles on the rebuilt drive train)
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I bought this van to keep, the only reason why I am selling it is because I bought a low mile 87 Westfalia syncro. The van runs and drives great, after
owning this one I am going to put the same Subaru kit in my 87. I have put alot of time and money in this van to make it a clean reliable driver that can
go any were. Solid Arizona Van. This van being a syncro with the Subaru motor professionaly installed, with full Westfalia interior make this a
bargain.
$19999 Call Rich for more info 360-636-7023
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Possible trade for split window bus, porsche 911, 356, 930, classic / muscle car

vw vw bus westfalia camper volkswagen syncro vanagon

Location: longview wa
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